MAMA LOVES YOU
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Mama Shelter
More than simply rooms or restaurants, Mama Shelter is a living and meeting space, a true urban
refuge that's not just beautiful, modern and lively but also popular, friendly and sexy. Curl up on our
sofas and savour our sharing plates, enjoy a drink and relax, you can sleep like a baby... Mama
takes care of everything!

Chiffres clés

5 hotels
622 rooms
2 countries
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A place to sleep

Mama likes to shake the established codes. Her original design rooms with 5 stars bedding and
new technology are creating comfortable and ultra-connected cocoons.
27” iMac in room allow an access to TV, radio and to a computer through an Internet connection
and a free Wifi access. Let yourself be surprised by the Photobooth & Videobooth, entertained by
the free movies, guided by the virtual concierge*.
Mama thinks about everything, and above all about you! Our staff will bring you the biggest
attentions. We prove it to you through a range of organic skincare products Mama Skin created in
partnership with Absolution that we put at your disposal in room, or for sale in our Shop.
*Not available at Mama Shelter Los Angeles

A place to eat

In Mama Shelter restaurants, the local Chefs propose a simple, generous and authentic
cuisine to create tasty dishes with references to local specialties. Everything is homemade
with love! Make yourself comfortable in our sofas to enjoy your meal and puzzle out the drawings
that cover the ceilings, enjoy the dishes to share, have a drink and relax…
Mama wants you to feel just like home.

A place to meet
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Settled in these cities that we love, Mama is reaching out to the people of every age and horizon
so they can gather, share homemade dishes prepared with love by our Chefs, a cocktail prepared
by our barmaids and barmen, or a comfortable bed. Just the pleasure to be here together. Not only
that, Mama also proposes her Ateliers, comfortable and original meeting rooms so you can be
the most creatives, shops (and one online) where you can find all of her favorites and partnerships.
You can also find new technologies including free access to movies and Wifi.

A place to live

The world is moving, tastes are changing, and people are looking for shorter and more original
stays. It is from this observation that Mama Shelter was first born in Paris in 2008. Managed by the
Trigano family, co-founder of the Club Med, Mama Shelter broke the codes of tourism and has
emerged as one of the new standard of urban hospitality. After Paris, Marseille, Lyon, Bordeaux,
Los Angeles and soon Lille and Toulouse, Mama aims to settle down in large cities worldwide.
AccorHotels has joined the family by entering Mama Shelter’s capital in October 2014 to accelerate
the development and help her settle in cities capable of hosting her dreams of generous hospitality,
cities just like Mama!

An experience
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Whether for her homemade dishes or her shop products and equipment, Mama always tries
to find the best with a minimum impact on the planet.
She created with the brand Absolution a range of 99% natural and 20% organic skincare
products: Mama Skin, and also proposes a 100% Arabica terroirs coffee, mainly from the
Salvador and Brazil, it’s Mama’s Kiss.
Among the shop products, you can find wood or fabric toys without any plastic packaging, or
our partnership with Veja, the organic brand from fair trade.
Besides, the rooms are mainly equipped with showers instead of bathtub in order to respect our
earth and to preserve our precious water.

www.mamashelter.com
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